Product Specification

★ Figures: single beam+Adjustable focal +With a lock switch
1) Size: Ø 23X153mm
2) Single beam: Star instruction at light, Outdoor instruction, Building instruction, Museum instruction, Long distance instruction etc. It works both for day and light.
3) Star sky: amusement

★ Range: more than 5000m
Laser/Wavelength: 532nm/(Green laser)
Power: < 200mW
Batteries: 18650# OR 16530, 3.7V, rechargeable batteries
Package: EVA+White paper box
Application: Instruction (such as disco, teaching, presentations, sky and so on.)

★ Remark:
1. Do not look into the aperture of the laser beam, and do not aim into eye!
2. Do not take apart by yourself to avoid any harm!
3. Keep out of reach of children!
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